Replacing GDP by 2030

How did Gross Domestic Product (GDP) become the world’s most influential indicator? Why does it still remain the primary measure of societal progress despite being widely criticised for not considering well-being or sustainability? Why have the many Beyond-GDP alternatives not managed to effectively challenge GDP’s dominance?

The success of GDP and failure of Beyond-GDP lies in their underlying communities. The macroeconomic community emerged in the aftermath of the Great Depression and the Second World War. This community formalised their “language” in the System of National Accounts (SNA) which provided the global terminology with which to communicate. On the other hand, Beyond-GDP is a heterogeneous community which speaks in many dialects, accents and languages. Unless this changes, the “Beyond-GDP cottage industry” will never beat the “GDP multinational”. This book proposes a new roadmap to 2030, detailing how to create a multidisciplinary Well-being and Sustainability Science (WSS) with a common language, the System of Global and National Accounts (SGNA).

Rutger Hoekstra is the owner of MetricsForTheFuture.com which provides consultancy services to governments, international institutes and companies on Beyond-GDP and Beyond-Profit. He has worked on well-being and sustainability from an academic, governmental and business perspective. He has worked with the United Nations, OECD, World Bank, European Commission, European Central Bank and other international organisations. He was the co-chair of the UNECE/OECD/Eurostat Task Force which developed the Conference of European Statisticians Recommendations on Measuring Sustainable Development. He has lectured at various universities and authored numerous publications on sustainable development, globalisation, circular economy and big data applications. He was also Scientific Director of the KPMG True Value methodology at KPMG Sustainability.
Advance Praise for Replacing GDP by 2030

‘There are many publications criticising, for the right or for the wrong reasons, GDP and national accounts. But hardly anyone comes up with a valid way out. Rutger Hoekstra not only puts forward a well-thought-out alternative, but also provides a strategy for replacing the hegemony of GDP. Will it work?’

Peter van de Ven
Head of National Accounts, OECD

‘This is a powerful and timely contribution to the debate about how to move beyond GDP – and what to use instead – in seeking to understand the economy and bring about improvements in people’s lives. There is no question that the conventional economic statistics have outlived their use; they obscure rather than enlighten. The importance of this book is in its thoughtful and detailed proposals for change.’

Diane Coyle
Bennett Professor of Public Policy, University of Cambridge
Author of GDP: A Brief but Affectionate History

‘The Beyond-GDP discussion has been raging on for decades, and progress has been slow. Drawing upon years of experience as a high-level international statistician, Rutger Hoekstra offers an original and highly informed view from the trenches on the why and how. His innovative and ambitious proposal for a way out deserves to be widely read and discussed.’

Marcel Timmer
Professor of Economic growth and development and Director of the Groningen Growth and Development Centre (GGDC), University of Groningen

‘This book shows why a “Beyond-GDP world” is needed and how it can be built. A must-read contribution to the move towards a sustainable future.’

Enrico Giovannini
Professor of Economic Statistics at University of Rome Tor Vergata
Former Italian Minister of Labor and Social Policies
'In crisp prose, Rutger Hoekstra conveys an important message. We won’t convince policy makers to look beyond GDP simply by multiplying the production of well-being indicators. Something more is clearly needed.'

Marco Mira d’Ercole
Head of Household Statistics, OECD

‘This book by environmental economist Hoekstra not only offers a good read and an excellent introduction to the big debate about GDP and Beyond-GDP. It also provides a clear strategy to make Beyond-GDP much more effective and to learn from the success of GDP as an indicator and language.’

Frits Bos
CPB Netherlands Bureau for Economics Policy Analysis
Author of The National Accounts as a Tool for Analysis and Policy
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Preface

This book was born out of frustration. Since 2007 I have worked in the area of measuring well-being and sustainability, initially with great enthusiasm. It felt like an important task to provide information which went beyond our current dominant economic indicators. Around that time there was a reinvigorated debate about creating a better “compass” for society to navigate towards a future based on human well-being and sustainability. I started to work on the issue with great zeal and sense of purpose. Yet a couple of years later I became disheartened and later still my disenchantment grew to the point that I wanted to write down my thoughts in a book. This personal evolution is rather important to understand the motivation of the book, so I will briefly expand on it.

My interest in this topic started in the 1990s when I was studying for an MSc in environmental economics and later a PhD in ecological economics. I was taught that Gross Domestic Product (GDP), the way we measure the economy, is a flawed metric. GDP is fine if you want to measure economic activity but totally inadequate for measuring societal progress. Yet I did not fully grasp the complexity underlying these statements. I can distinctly remember a friend of mine, a student of geosciences, asking me to explain a simple paradox of economic thinking. Why do economists think that economies should keep on growing indefinitely while at the same time acknowledging that GDP does not measure well-being? Why not strive for a society in which the population becomes happier but the economic activity remains constant or even diminishes? In hindsight I might be forgiven for not having a response in my first year of university, but I can remember feeling rather embarrassed that I could not answer this seemingly simple, but rather fundamental, question.
In the early 2000s I got a front-row seat to the GDP issue as I started to work in the Department of National Accounts at Statistics Netherlands. This gave me an opportunity to see the enormous media interest and societal impact of GDP firsthand. Statistics Netherlands produces many other statistics, including excellent environmental accounts and social data, but the societal impact of GDP growth figures are in a different league. To paraphrase George Orwell, “all statistics are equal but some statistics are more equal than others”. GDP is the headliner of the statistical world. I couldn’t help but wonder why society craves this information above all other data.

As fate would have it, I got a life-changing opportunity to contribute to “Beyond-GDP”, the quest to look for alternatives to GDP, in 2007. Together with my close colleague and friend, Jan Pieter Smits, I started working on the Sustainability Monitor for the Netherlands in the summer of 2007. The Dutch government commissioned Statistics Netherlands and three other policy institutes to create a measurement system for sustainable development.

Jan Pieter and I eagerly accepted the role of project manager. In the beginning, we spent quite some time going over the literature and reviewing the many alternatives to measure well-being and sustainable development. Despite our academic background in this field, we were overwhelmed by the plethora of measurement systems that were available. There were simply too many to review comprehensively. We plodded on enthusiastically because we learned every day about the enormous range of interesting and clever methods. Perhaps more importantly, we spoke to many inspiring and motivated people who were all working towards better measurement of societal progress. Hearing the energetic speeches at the various conferences confirmed to us that we were working on something interesting and important.

One of the most inspiring gatherings that we attended was the presentation of the Stiglitz-Sen-Fitoussi report on 14 September 2009. This report was commissioned by the French President Nicholas
Sarkozy because he wanted better measures of societal progress, and he asked Joseph Stiglitz and Amartya Sen (both Nobel Prize winners) and Jean Paul Fitoussi to lead a group of prominent thinkers to advise him. We were, naturally, very impressed by the grandeur of the Sorbonne auditorium, the quality of the report and the stellar speakers. But what struck us most was the “inclusive” philosophy of the report. The report was respectful of many strands of economic literature which had previously been given little attention by mainstream economists. These concepts, such as subjective well-being and social capital, were endorsed by the Stiglitz Report and synthesised into a coherent framework.

The Stiglitz Report was also crucial in our next project. In 2009, Jan Pieter and I were asked to be the co-chairs of the Joint UN–ECE/OECD/Eurostat Task Force on Measuring Sustainable Development (TFSD). The TFSD was tasked to creating greater harmonisation in the measurement of sustainable development in developed countries. This was a daunting goal because the three lead institutions (UN-ECE, OECD and Eurostat), the World Bank and the ten developed countries already had their own frameworks to measure sustainable development. After five years of meetings a compromise was reached which synthesised many of the insights from the various countries’ experiences. The TFSD was based heavily on the Stiglitz report and it is probably fair to say that without this conceptual basis it would have been nearly impossible to achieve a compromise.

In the end, the TFSD reached agreement and proposed a “suggested list of sustainable development indicators”. In 2014, Jan Pieter and I had a proud moment when the report was endorsed by the Conference of European Statisticians (CES) – an organisation which has statistical representatives at the highest level from over fifty countries. Subsequently, the CES Recommendations on Measuring Sustainable Development, as the report is formally called, has been adopted by a couple of countries. There was however no pressure on the CES members to adopt the system and the subsequent adoption has been slow.
Overall, the 2007–2014 period was very fulfilling. It was a time when I learned a great deal and worked with many fine colleagues, both nationally and internationally. We spoke at many conferences and gatherings. Jan Pieter and I became close friends. Yet as time went on, I felt a growing frustration about the Beyond-GDP scene. Around 2012, I had come across an (incomplete) database on the internet which showed that there were over 900 systems to measure sustainable development. Up to that point I knew that there were many measurement systems, but I had not expected it to be as high as 1,000!

Jan Pieter and I had also started to become more critical of conferences in which the enthusiastic creators were advertising the benefits and achievements of their indicator systems. In 2007 we thought this was inspiring, but by 2012 it started to look somewhat pointless to try to keep up with all the new initiatives. Every couple of weeks my email and Twitter account would alert me to yet another index that had been launched by a researcher or institute. Press conferences were held to promote the index and argue its superiority over other approaches. Fancy websites and slick web presentations would be made to convince everyone of the virtue of the new measurement system. And the number of alternatives to GDP just keeps on growing. Where is this leading?

The enormous enthusiasm and energy of the Beyond-GDP community is admirable and the past decades have resulted some excellent proposals. Yet at the same time “our” common goal of replacing GDP does not seem to be coming any closer. The number of alternatives is expanding at a staggering rate, but the societal impact is not. If a fairly experienced researcher like myself is having trouble keeping up with all the new initiatives, how confusing must this be to the general public? The Beyond-GDP community seems to be suggesting new indexes in the hope that one day one will hit the jackpot. But even after hundreds of attempts this strategy has not yet yielded the “golden index” – none has ever come close to
replacing the role of GDP in society. Certainly there are success stories, such as the Human Development Index, Genuine Progress Indicator, Happy Planet Index, Adjusted Savings, the Better Life Index, Inclusive Wealth Index and Ecological Footprint, but these pale in comparison to GDP. Apparently there is hope in the community that one of these indexes will achieve a breakthrough or that someone, somewhere, is currently working on an amazing project which is so clever that someday soon the GDP hegemony will be broken. Over the years I have become increasingly convinced that this is wishful thinking. Something else is needed.

To channel our energy, Jan Pieter and I agreed to work only on projects that helped to reduce the number of measurement systems rather than expand it. Harmonisation efforts became our focus. The CES recommendations was an example that contributed to convergence. In our private conversations, we jokingly speculated about how to achieve more harmonisation. My favourite draconic rule was: “if you want to propose the 1001st indicator system you first have to explain what is wrong with the 1,000 others”.

We started focusing on the commonalities of the various measurement initiatives rather than their differences. It turned out that if you look at the systems closely, there is a surprising degree of overlap. For the European Commission we wrote The Convergence Report in which we argued for more harmonisation of Beyond-GDP measures and more cooperation of the Beyond-GDP community. We also started to work with the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) to see whether there was common ground with the leading framework to measure Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR).

Ironically, the disarray of the Beyond-GDP scene made my respect for GDP grow enormously. Not for GDP as an indicator but rather GDP as a process. I started reading about the history of national accounts and GDP. I remember reading a PhD thesis by Frits Bos which said that by 1900 only nine countries had ever attempted to measure national income. Nine! Up to the 1930s, national income...
was an obscure, ad hoc and fairly inconsequential metric, known only by a niche group of academics and statisticians. There were many different methodological approaches promoted by various researchers and institutes. In that period researchers would argue their definition of national income at economic conferences and gatherings. This sounded familiar to the situation that Beyond-GDP is currently in!

I became interested to know what happened after the 1930s to set GDP off on this amazing “rags to riches” success story. How did GDP become the superstar indicator that it is today? Does that story provide any insights into why Beyond-GDP is currently failing? Perhaps more importantly, does it provide clues about how Beyond-GDP might succeed?

My curiosity and frustration eventually led to the finalisation of this manuscript. In the process, my pessimism has made way for reasoned optimism: there is a way out of this situation.

There are two important messages in the book. Part I argues that Beyond-GDP is not doing well and will probably never succeed if this uncontrolled ever-expanding proliferation of initiatives continues. A new strategy is needed. In Part II it is argued that the main problem is that Beyond-GDP is a loosely connected set of theories and methodologies. It does not have a coherent community such as macro-economics. The strategy proposed in this book is to create a similar community for well-being and sustainability by 2030. It is this community which will create the new indicators, accounting framework and policies.

So despite the fact that this book was driven by frustration, it ends on a hopeful note. The optimism lies in the fact that there is more than enough scientific knowledge and data. The many decades of research have provided enough insights to offer a solid basis for the community. The well-being and sustainability research has more commonalities than differences. In addition, the big data revolution provides opportunities to create data at a lower cost or produce data
on phenomena that are not yet measured. The only real challenge is how to get this community-building process institutionalised at the global level. International institutes will be vital to supporting these efforts.

My worst nightmare is that the strategy is not changed and that this unfocused explosion of Beyond-GDP initiatives continues. By 2030, there might be hundreds, perhaps thousands, of additional indicator systems without having any meaningful impact on the hegemony of GDP.
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